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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a wearing ele-
ment for a hinge comprising an annular body which com-
prises at least one wearing surface and in which a pas-
sage for a hinge pin is provided. The present invention
furthermore also relates to a hinge comprising two hinge
parts and a hinge pin for holding both hinge parts together
so as to be able to rotate with respect to one another.
[0002] A hinge consists of two hinge parts which are
connected to each other so as to be rotatable with respect
to one another about a common axis and are designed
to be attached to a respective component of a structure.
Thus, the one hinge part is for example connected to the
fixed frame of a door or window, while the other hinge
part is connected to the hinged part of the door or the
window.
[0003] Generally, both hinge parts are connected to
each other by means of a pin which is either separate
from both hinge parts or forms part of one of both hinge
parts. In a known type of hinge, each hinge part compris-
es one or more tubular elements. The passages of the
tubular elements of both hinge parts are placed in line
with one another and a common pin which passes
through said passages keeps both hinge parts together
so that they can rotate with respect to one another about
said pin.
[0004] With other types of hinges, known as lift-off
hinges, the one hinge part comprises a bush which is
closed on one side and has a cylindrical hole which is
accessible from the top while the other hinge part com-
prises a pin which fits into this hole. The pin of the latter
hinge part is introduced into the hole of the former hinge
part. Due to the fact that the pin is rotatable about its
longitudinal axis in the hole, the hinge parts are rotatable
with respect to each other. This type of hinge has the
advantage that both structural parts can easily be de-
tached from one another. Thus, it is for example possible
for the structural part which is connected to the hinge
part comprising the hole to be readily detachable from
the other structural part by lifting the former structural
part until the pin is removed from the hole. Thus, in prac-
tice, the hinge part comprising the cylindrical hole is at-
tached to a door or window and the hinge part comprising
the pin is attached to the fixed frame.
[0005] If these hinge parts are joined directly, the sur-
faces of the respective hinge parts extending in the vi-
cinity of the pin come into direct contact with each other,
as a result of which these contact surfaces slide over one
another when the hinge parts rotate with respect to one
another. It is known to fit a wearing ring on the pin in order
to prevent wear of these contact surfaces. In this case,
the hinge pin extends through the central opening of the
wearing ring and at the joined hinge parts, the wearing
ring is situated between said contact surfaces. As a result
thereof, the moving hinge parts will slide over a surface
of the wearing ring. In other words, this surface acts as
a wearing surface.

[0006] Due to its position between the hinge parts, the
height of the wearing ring also determines the mutual
position of the hinge parts. Thus, it is for example possible
to adjust the height above the ground at which a door is
situated by using wearing rings of a larger or smaller
thickness.
[0007] The known wearing rings are flat annular ele-
ments which are made of metal and have a small height
and a flat top side and bottom side. A hard material is
usually chosen so that the wearing rings do not suffer
from wear quickly. As a result thereof, both the hinge
action and the position of the hinge parts with respect to
one another remain satisfactory for a long period of time.
These wearing rings comprise a central passage which
has a diameter which is such that there is sufficient tol-
erance between the passage and the hinge pin. This is
necessary so that the wearing rings can be fitted on the
pin quickly and easily and can also readily be removed
again.
[0008] However, these known wearing rings have the
drawback that they get lost easily and therefore have to
be replaced frequently. Often, inter alia during fitting or
removal of a hinged structural part, a wearing ring will
unintentionally come off the pin and become lost during
the operations.
[0009] GB 2 287 063 discloses a two-part hinge com-
ponent consisting of a plastic bush and a metal wearing
element which can be placed on the bush so that only its
top side is covered by a metal wearing surface. Both the
plastic bush and the metal wearing element are provided
with a passage for the hinge pin.
[0010] GB 2 415 013, disclosing the features of the
preamble of claim 1, describes a multipart heat-resistant
hinge element consisting of a plastic portion and a metal
portion which are placed on top of one another and each
comprise a passage for the hinge pin, and on which, in
addition, a metal cap can be fitted in order to prevent the
door which is supported by the hinge from sinking when
the plastic portion deforms. The metal cap is also provid-
ed with a passage for the hinge pin.
[0011] These known hinge elements have the draw-
back that they are not made in a single piece and there-
fore they are therefore not particularly user-friendy. In
addition, they also have the drawback that at least some
components thereof can easily be lost after they have
been fitted on the hinge pin.
[0012] It is an object of the present invention to over-
come these drawbacks by providing a one-part wearing
element which cannot be lost so easily as the existing
wearing rings, but, on the one hand, ensures satisfactory
operation of the hinge with a high resistance to wear and,
on the other hand, can be fitted very easily on the hinge
pin and can also readily be removed from the latter again.
An additional object of the present invention is to provide
a hinge with one or more wearing elements which come
off the hinge pin less readily than is the case with existing
hinges, but are still easily replaceable.
[0013] The above objects are achieved by providing a
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wearing element for a hinge comprising a body which
comprises at least one wearing surface and in which a
passage for a hinge pin is provided, wherein, according
to the present invention, the body comprises an inner
ring made of plastic and an outer ring made of metal,
said metal ring surrounding the plastic ring and compris-
ing an opening in which the plastic ring is accommodated,
the wall of said opening on one side and the flank of the
plastic ring on the other side being provided with coop-
erating retaining means, so that the plastic ring is retained
in the opening in the direction of the axis and so that the
rings together form a single unit, , wherein said passage
is only provided in the plastic ring, and wherein at least
a part of the wearing surface is formed by a surface of
the metal ring.
[0014] In the present patent application and in partic-
ular in the above paragraph and in claim 1, the term ’met-
al’ is obviously intended to mean any alloy, combination
or composition of metals and of one or more metals and
non-metals. The term ’plastic’ also refers to composites
or combinations and compositions of plastics or of plas-
tics and non-plastics.
[0015] Due to the fact that the passage of the wearing
element according to the present invention is only pro-
vided in a portion made of plastic, this passage can be
designed to have a smaller tolerance with respect to the
diameter of the hinge pin. With the known one-part metal
wearing rings on the other hand, this tolerance has to be
significantly greater so that they can readily be fitted on
the hinge pin and can also readily be removed from it
again. The known multipart hinge elements comprising
plastic components do not form a single unit and, in ad-
dition, also contain in each case one or more metal com-
ponents which are provided with a passage for the hinge
pin. In this case as well, the passage has to have a suf-
ficiently large tolerance, as a result of which that these
hinge elements or components thereof can also be lost
easily.
[0016] Due to the fact that plastic has a greater clastic
deformability than the metal of the known wearing rings,
the wearing ring can readily be fitted on the hinge pin and
also be removed from it again at a very small tolerance.
In addition, the smaller tolerance ensures that the wear-
ing elements unintentionally come off the hinge pin less
easily and are lost. In addition, due to the fact that it con-
sists at least partly of metal, the wearing surface of the
wearing element offers an excellent resistance to wear.
[0017] If a plastic is chosen which is sufficiently de-
formable, even a wearing element whose passage has
a diameter which is slightly smaller than the diameter of
the hinge pin can still be fitted on and removed from the
hinge pin relatively easily. In this case, the wearing ele-
ment can be fitted on the hinge pin in a clamping manner,
as a result of which there is virtually no risk of the wearing
element being lost.
[0018] In a preferred embodiment, the transverse di-
mension of the opening varies in the direction of the axis
of the opening, so that the plastic ring is retained in the

opening in the direction of the axis.
[0019] With the wearing rings according to the present
invention, the metal ring preferably essentially surrounds
the plastic ring. In this case, the plastic ring is preferably
essentially laterally surrounded by the metal ring. In other
words, the plastic ring forms a central portion and is sit-
uated inside the metal ring. However, this does not mean
that the plastic ring necessarily has to be completely sur-
rounded by the metal ring. The plastic ring may comprise
a limited portion which protrudes above or below the met-
al ring and, for example, forms a collar which overlaps
the metal ring on the top side or the bottom side.
[0020] In a preferred embodiment of this wearing ele-
ment, the metal ring is an edge portion extending along
the periphery of the body, while the plastic ring is sur-
rounded by said edge portion. In this case, the term ’sur-
rounded’ does not refer solely to the annular shape which
this edge portion may have. The edge portion may have
any desired shape.
[0021] The appearance of the metal ring of the wearing
clement is more aesthetic than that of the plastic ring.
Usually when the wearing element is fitted on a hinge pin
and is situated between both hinge parts, only the metal
edge portion of the wearing element is readily visible and
the plastic ring is hidden from view.
[0022] In a more preferred embodiment, the plastic ring
is countersunk on at least one side of the body with re-
spect to the surface of the metal ring. As a result thereof,
the plastic ring is completely invisible from the side of the
wearing element.
[0023] Preferably, the inner ring and the outer ring are
connected to one another in an adjoining manner so as
to form a single unit.
[0024] As a result thereof, both portions are securely
connected to one another to form a single unit. The parts
can be connected to one another in such a manner that
they cannot be detached without breaking and that, inter
alia, the plastic portion cannot be pushed out of the metal
portion by hand.
[0025] When producing these wearing elements, it is
possible, for example, to first produce the plastic portion
and the metal portion separately and to then press the
plastic portion into the opening of the metal portion. An-
other production method consists of forming the plastic
portion in the opening of the metal portion by means of
an injection-moulding process.
[0026] The metal ring is preferably made of stainless
steel (inox). This material offers a good resistance
against wear and is also very suitable from an aesthetic
point of view.
[0027] The plastic ring may, for example, be made of
an elastically deformable plastic. Polyoxymethylene
(POM) is also a plastic which is very suitable for this pur-
pose, in particular due to its self-lubricating properties. It
is obvious that the elastic deformability and the resist-
ance to wear of the plastic are also important properties.
[0028] The above object is obviously also achieved by
providing a hinge comprising two hinge parts and a hinge
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pin for holding both hinge parts together so as to be able
to rotate with respect to one another, in which the hinge
comprises one or more wearing elements according to
the present invention.
[0029] Moreover, such a hinge is very advantageous
if the passage of each wearing element has a smallest
inner transverse dimension which is smaller than or equal
to the largest outer transverse dimension of the hinge
pin. With such a hinge, the risk of loss of the clamping
elements is virtually nonexistent. This is all the more true
if the passage has a smallest inner transverse dimension
which is smaller than the largest outer transverse dimen-
sion of the hinge pin, since the wearing element can in
that case be fitted on the hinge pin in a clamping manner.
In the case of a cylindrical passage and a cylindrical hinge
pin, the terms inner transverse dimension and outer
transverse dimension in this paragraph can be replaced
by inner diameter and outer diameter, respectively.
[0030] The invention will now be explained in more de-
tail by means of the following more detailed description
of three possible embodiments of a wearing element ac-
cording to the present invention. The described embod-
iments are only examples and can therefore by no means
be seen as a limitation of the scope of protection or of
the area of application of the invention.
[0031] Reference numerals are used in this detailed
description to refer to the attached figures, in which:

Fig. 1a shows a vertical cross section along the axis
AA (see Fig. 1c) of a first embodiment of a wearing
element according to the present invention, and Figs.
1b and 1c show a side view and a plan view, respec-
tively, of this wearing element;
Figs. 2a to 2g relate to a second embodiment of a
wearing element according to the present invention,
in which

- Figs. 2a and 2b show a vertical cross section
along the axis AA (in Fig. 2b) and a plan view of
the inner ring of this wearing ring, respectively,

- Figs. 2c and 2d show a vertical cross section
along the axis BB (in Fig. 2d) and a plan view of
the outer ring of this wearing ring, respectively,

- Figs. 2e and 2f show a vertical cross section
along the axis CC (in Fig. 2f) and a plan view of
the entire wearing ring, respectively, and

- Fig. 2g shows the entire wearing ring in perspec-
tive; and

Figs. 3a to 3g relate to a second embodiment of a
wearing element according to the present invention,
in which

- Figs. 3a and 3b show a vertical cross section
along the axis AA (in Fig. 3b) and a plan view of
the inner ring of this wearing ring, respectively,

- Figs. 3c and 3d show a vertical cross section
along the axis BB (in Fig. 3d) and a plan view of

the outer ring of this wearing ring, respectively,
- Figs. 3e and 3f show a vertical cross section

along the axis CC (in Fig. 3f) and a plan view of
the entire wearing ring, respectively, and

- Fig. 3g shows the entire wearing ring in perspec-
tive.

[0032] The wearing element illustrated in Figs. 1a to
1c comprises a flat cylindrical body (1) in which a central
cylindrical passage (4) is provided. The cylindrical outer
side (3c) of the ring and the cylindrical wall (2c) of the
passage (4) have the same vertical axis (M). The flat top
side (2a,3a) and the flat bottom side (2b,3b) of the ring
extend in two parallel planes.
[0033] The body (1) consists of an outer ring (3) made
of stainless steel and an inner ring (2) made of poly-
oxymethylene (POM). For the sake of clarity, the inner
ring (2) and the outer ring (3) have been shown in the
figures with a small intermediate space in between. How-
ever, in reality, these rings closely adjoin one another.
[0034] The outer ring (3) has a flat top side (3a), a flat
bottom side (3b) which runs parallel thereto and a cylin-
drical flank (3c) which forms the outer side of the annular
body (1). The opening of the outer ring (3) is concentric
with the flank (3c) thereof. The wall of the opening has a
V-shaped incision (5) which follows the periphery of the
opening, so that the diameter of the opening varies in the
vertical direction (the direction of the axis M). At the lo-
cation of the top surface (3a) and the bottom surface (3b),
the diameter of the opening is smallest. From these sur-
faces (3a), (3b), the diameter gradually increases up to
approximately half the height of the outer ring (3), where
this diameter is greatest.
[0035] The inner ring (2) has a flat top side (2a), a flat
bottom side (2b) which runs parallel thereto and a flank
having a V-shaped projecting profile (6) which is com-
plementary to the V-shaped incision (5) in the wall of the
opening of the outer ring (3). The V-shaped profile (6) is
situated in the incision (5) in such a manner that the walls
thereof adjoin one another. The opening of the inner ring
(2) has a cylindrical wall (2c) which delimits the central
passage (4) of the annular body (1).
[0036] The rings (2), (3) adjoin one another in such a
manner that their top surfaces (2a),(3a) and bottom sur-
faces (2b), (3b) together form the continuous top surface
and bottom surface of the single unit.
[0037] Due to the fact that the V-shaped projecting pro-
file (6) is situated in the complementary V-shaped inci-
sion (5), the inner ring (2) is retained with respect to the
outer ring (3). More particularly, the inner ring cannot be
displaced in the direction of the axis (M) and can therefore
not be removed without breaking it.
[0038] The top surface (3a) and the bottom surface
(3b) of the stainless-steel outer ring (3) are the surfaces
which are designed to act as wearing surface. This ma-
terial has a very high resistance to wear.
[0039] The inner ring (2) is pressed into the outer ring
(3). However, the inner ring (2) can also be formed in the
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opening of the outer ring (3) by injection-moulding. In
both cases, the inner ring and the outer ring form a single
unit, the parts of which cannot be separated from one
another without breaking.
[0040] Due to the fact that the passage (4) is provided
in the inner ring (2) made of plastic (POM), the diameter
of this passage (4) can be much smaller than with the
known wearing rings compared to the diameter of the
associated hinge pin. This diameter may, for example,
be defined in such a manner that the wearing ring is fitted
on the hinge pin without any tolerance. In other words,
the diameter of the passage (4) is then equal to the di-
ameter of the hinge pin. The passage (4) may even have
a smaller diameter than the diameter of the hinge pin, so
that some force has to be exerted in order to compress
the walls of the passage (4) and fit the wearing ring on
the pin or the lift-off hinge. As a result thereof, the wearing
ring will be fitted on the hinge in a clamping manner and
remain securely fixed, but can still be readily detached,
so that it can easily be replaced. In addition, the plastic
used, POM (polyoxymethylene), has the advantage that
no lubrication is required.
[0041] In this example, the wearing ring is made from
a combination of stainless steel and POM. It is obvious
that numerous other combinations of metal and plastic
are possible. Thus, non-ferrous metals, such as alumin-
ium and zamak are certainly eligible as material for the
outer ring.
[0042] In the embodiment which is illustrated in the fig-
ures, an inner ring (2) having the same height as the
outer ring (3) is provided so that the top surfaces (2a),
(3a) are in the same plane and the bottom surfaces (2b),
(3b) are in another plane which runs parallel to the former
plane.
[0043] By designing the inner ring (2) as having a small-
er height than the height of the outer ring (3), a wearing
ring can be produced whose visible plastic surfaces (2a),
(2b) on each side are countersunk (recessed) with re-
spect to the adjacent metal surface (3a), (3b) on that side.
Obviously, the wearing ring can also be designed such
that the plastic surface of the inner ring (2) is only coun-
tersunk on one of the two sides with respect to the metal
surface on that side, while these surfaces on the other
side are situated in the same plane.
[0044] As a result thereof, the plastic surfaces (2a),
(2b) are invisible from the side of the wearing ring, and
only the metal surfaces (3a), (3b), (3c) of the outer ring
(3) can be seen.
[0045] This wearing ring may, for example, be de-
signed as follows:

- an outer ring made of stainless steel ’INOX 314’ hav-
ing an outer diameter of 12 mm, an inner diameter
of 9.5 mm and a height of 2 mm; and

- a POM inner ring which is pressed into this outer ring
and has an outer diameter of 9.5 mm, an inner di-
ameter of 7 mm and a height of 2 mm;

in which all sharp edges are bevelled.
[0046] The wearing element illustrated in Figs. 2a to
2g also comprises a flat cylindrical body (1) in which a
central cylindrical passage (4) is provided. The body (1)
also consists, for example, of an outer ring (3) made of
stainless steel and an inner ring (2) made of polyoxymeth-
ylene (POM).
[0047] This wearing ring differs from the wearing ring
which is illustrated in Figs. 1a to 1c in that the central
opening of the outer ring (3) is delimited by a cylindrical
wall (5) which is concentric with the cylindrical outer flank
(3c) thereof, and in that the inner ring (2) has a cylindrical
outer flank (6). In contrast with the embodiment according
to Figs. 1a to 1c, here, these adjacent walls (5), (6) are
therefore designed without a V-shaped incision and with-
out a V-shaped projecting profile, respectively.
[0048] The inner ring (2) and the outer ring (3) have
the same height and abut one another so that their top
surfaces (2a),(3a) and bottom surfaces (2b), (3b) togeth-
er form the continuous top surface and bottom surface
of the single unit. However, an embodiment in which the
inner ring has a lower height than the outer ring is also
possible. In this case, the inner ring (2) may be counter-
sunk on one side or on both sides with respect to the
surface of the outer ring (3). As a result thereof, the plastic
surface (2a), (2b) is completely invisible on one or both
sides from the side of the wearing ring, and only the more
aesthetic metal surfaces (3a), (3b), (3c) of the outer ring
(3) can be seen.
[0049] The outer diameter of the inner ring (2) corre-
sponds to the diameter of the central opening of the outer
ring (3) in such a manner that the inner ring (2) is clamped
in the opening of the outer ring (3). Either the inner ring
(2) and the outer ring (3) are formed separated, following
which the inner ring (2) is pressed into the central opening
of the outer ring (3), or the inner ring (2) is formed in the
opening by means of an injection-moulding process. As
a result thereof, both rings (2), (3) form a single unit.
Consequently, the inner ring (2) cannot be removed from
the opening of the outer ring (3) by means of a force
which is exerted in the direction of the axis (M) without
breaking.
[0050] The top surface (3a) and the bottom surface
(3b) of the outer ring (3) made of stainless steel are the
surfaces which are designed to act as wearing surface.
This material is highly resistant to wear. In this embodi-
ment, the diameter of the passage may also be defined
such that it is much smaller than with the known wearing
rings, compared to the diameter of the associated hinge
pin. It is thus possible to define this diameter such that
the wearing ring is fitted on the hinge pin without any
tolerance or in a clamping manner.
[0051] The wearing element illustrated in Figs. 3a to
3g differs little from the wearing ring which is illustrated
in Figs. 2a to 2g, due to the fact that the inner ring (2)
comprises a concentric collar (7) which extends, from the
level of the top side of the outer ring (3), over a limited
height and the fact that the total height of the inner ring
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(2), i.e. including the collar (7), is greater than the height
of the outer ring (3).
[0052] The collar (7) laterally projects beyond the outer
flank (6) of the inner ring (2) over a distance which sub-
stantially corresponds to the width of the outer ring (3)
so that the peripheral edge (7) virtually completely over-
laps the top surface (3a) of the outer ring (3).
[0053] The height of the portion of the inner ring (2)
which is situated under the collar (7) essentially corre-
sponds to the height of the outer ring (3) so that this por-
tion extends into the central opening of the outer ring (3)
along the entire height.
[0054] The outer diameter of the inner ring (2) corre-
sponds to the diameter of the central opening of the outer
ring (3) in such a manner that the inner ring (2) is clamped
in the opening of the outer ring (3). Either the inner ring
(2) and the outer ring (3) are formed separately, following
which the inner ring (2) is pressed into the central opening
of the outer ring (3), or the inner ring (2) is formed in the
central opening of the outer ring (3) by means of an in-
jection-moulding process. As a result thereof, the two
rings (2), (3) form a single unit. The inner ring (2) cannot
be removed from the opening of the outer ring (3) by
means of a force which is exerted in the direction of the
axis (M) without breaking.
[0055] It is also possible to achieve the abovemen-
tioned advantages with this embodiment. Inter alia, it is
also possible to define the diameter of the passage here
in such a manner that the wearing ring is fitted on the
hinge pin without tolerance or in a clamping manner.

Claims

1. Wearing element for a hinge, comprising an annular
body (1) which comprises at least one wearing sur-
face (3a) and in which a passage (4) for a hinge pin
is provided, whereby the body (1) comprises an inner
ring (2) made of plastic and an outer ring (3) made
of metal, said metal ring (3), having flat top and/or
bottom surfaces (3a, 3b) and a cylindrical outer side
or flank (3c), surrounds the plastic ring (2) and com-
prises a central opening concentric with the flank
(3c), in which opening the plastic ring is accommo-
dated, whereby at least a part of the wearing surface
is formed by the top and/or bottom surfaces (3a, 3b)
of the metal ring (3) characterized in that the wall
of said opening and the flank of the plastic ring are
provided with cooperating retaining means (5, 6), so
that the plastic ring (2) is retained in the opening in
the direction of the axis (M), so that the rings (2, 3)
together form a single unit, and whereby said pas-
sage (4) is only provided in the plastic ring (2).

2. Wearing element according to claim 1, character-
ized in that the transverse dimension of the opening
varies in the direction of the axis (M) of the opening,
so that the plastic ring (2) is retained in the opening

in the direction of the axis (M).

3. Wearing element for a hinge according to claim 1 or
2, characterized in that the metal ring (3) is an edge
portion extending along the periphery of the body (1)
and in that the plastic ring (2) is surrounded by said
edge portion.

4. Wearing element for a hinge according to claim 3,
characterized in that the plastic ring (2) is counter-
sunk on at least one side of the body (1) with respect
to the surface of the metal ring (3).

5. Wearing element for a hinge according to one of the
preceding claims, characterized in that the inner
ring and the outer ring are connected to one another
in an adjoining manner so as to form a single unit.

6. Wearing element for a hinge according to one of the
preceding claims, characterized in that the metal
ring (3) is made of stainless steel.

7. Wearing element for a hinge according to one of the
preceding claims, characterized in that the plastic
ring (2) is made of or comprises an elastically de-
formable plastic.

8. Wearing element for a hinge according to one of the
preceding claims, characterized in that the plastic
ring (2) is made of polyoxymethylene.

9. Hinge comprising two hinge parts and a hinge pin
for holding both hinge parts together so as to be able
to rotate with respect to one another, characterized
in that the hinge comprises one or more wearing
elements having the features of one of the preceding
claims.

10. Hinge according to claim 9, characterized in that
the passage (4) of each wearing element has a small-
est inner diameter which is smaller than or equal to
the largest outer diameter of the hinge pin.

Patentansprüche

1. Verschleißteil für ein Scharnier, umfassend einen
Ringkörper (1), der mindestens eine Verschleißo-
berfläche (3a) umfasst und durch die ein Durchgang
(4) für einen Scharnierstift bereitgestellt ist, wobei
der Körper (1) einen Innenring (2) aus Kunststoff und
einen Außenring (3) aus Metall umfasst, wobei der
Metallring (3) eine flache obere und/oder untere
Oberfläche (3a, 3b) aufweist und eine zylindrische
Außenseite oder Flanke (3c), die den Kunststoffring
(2) umgibt, und eine zentrale Öffnung umfasst, die
konzentrisch zu der Flanke (3c) ist, in der die Öffnung
des Kunststoffrings aufgenommen ist, wobei min-
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destens ein Teil der Verschleißoberfläche von den
oberen und/oder unteren Oberflächen (3a, 3b) des
Metallrings (3) ausgebildet ist, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Wand der Öffnung und der Flan-
ke des Kunststoffrings mit zusammenwirkenden
Halteelementen (5, 6) bereitgestellt ist, sodass der
Kunststoffring (2) in der Öffnung in Richtung der Ach-
se (M) gehalten wird, sodass die Ringe (2, 3) zusam-
men eine einzelne Einheit bilden und wodurch der
Durchgang (4) nur in dem Kunststoffring (2) bereit-
gestellt wird.

2. Verschleißteil nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Querabmessung der Öffnung in
Richtung der Achse (M) der Öffnung variiert, sodass
der Kunststoffring (2) in der Öffnung in Richtung der
Achse (M) gehalten wird.

3. Verschleißteil für ein Scharnier nach Anspruch 1
oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Metall-
ring (3) ein Randabschnitt ist, der sich entlang des
Umfangs des Körpers (1) erstreckt, und dadurch,
dass der Kunststoffring (2) von dem Randabschnitt
umgeben wird.

4. Verschleißteil für ein Scharnier nach Anspruch 3, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass der Kunststoffring (2)
auf mindestens einer Seite des Körpers (1) mit Be-
zug auf die Oberfläche des Metallrings (3) versenkt
ist.

5. Verschleißteil für ein Scharnier nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass der Innenring und der Außenring mitein-
ander in einer angrenzenden Weise verbunden sind,
um eine einzelne Einheit zu bilden.

6. Verschleißteil für ein Scharnier nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass der Metallring (3) aus Edelstahl hergestellt
ist.

7. Verschleißteil für ein Scharnier nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass der Kunststoffring (2) aus elastisch ver-
formbarem Kunststoff hergestellt ist.

8. Verschleißteil für ein Scharnier nach einem der vor-
hergehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass der Kunststoffring (2) aus Polyoxymethy-
len hergestellt ist.

9. Scharnier, umfassend zwei Scharnierteile und einen
Scharnierstift zum Zusammenhalten der zwei Schar-
nierteile, damit diese sich zueinander drehen kön-
nen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Scharnier
eines oder mehrere Verschleißteile mit den Merk-
malen nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche

umfasst.

10. Scharnier nach Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass der Durchgang (4) jedes Verschleißteils
einen kleinsten Innendurchmesser aufweist, der
kleiner als der größte Außendurchmesser des
Scharnierstifts ist oder diesem entspricht.

Revendications

1. Pièce d’usure pour charnière, comportant un corps
annulaire (1) qui comporte au moins une surface (3a)
d’usure et dans lequel est aménagé un passage (4)
destiné à un axe de charnière, le corps (1) compor-
tant ainsi une bague intérieure (2) constituée de plas-
tique et une bague extérieure (3) constituée de mé-
tal, ladite bague métallique (3) présentant des sur-
faces supérieure et/ou inférieure (3a, 3b) plates et
un côté extérieur ou flanc cylindrique (3c), entourant
la bague (2) en plastique et comportant une ouver-
ture centrale concentrique avec le flanc (3c), la ba-
gue en plastique étant logée dans ladite ouverture,
au moins une partie de la surface d’usure étant ainsi
formée par les surfaces supérieure et/ou inférieure
(3a, 3b) de la bague métallique (3), caractérisée en
ce que la paroi de ladite ouverture et le flanc de la
bague en plastique sont munis de moyens (5, 6) de
retenue qui coopèrent, de sorte que la bague (2) en
plastique est retenue dans l’ouverture dans la direc-
tion de l’axe (M), de sorte que les bagues (2, 3) for-
ment ensemble une unité unique, et ledit passage
(4) n’étant ainsi aménagé que dans la bague (2) en
plastique.

2. Pièce d’usure selon la revendication 1, caractérisée
en ce que la dimension transverse de l’ouverture
varie dans la direction de l’axe (M) de l’ouverture, de
sorte que la bague (2) en plastique est retenue dans
l’ouverture dans la direction de l’axe (M).

3. Pièce d’usure pour charnière selon la revendication
1 ou 2, caractérisée en ce que la bague métallique
(3) est une partie de bord s’étendant le long de la
périphérie du corps (1) et en ce que la bague en
plastique (2) est entourée par ladite partie de bord.

4. Pièce d’usure pour charnière selon la revendication
3, caractérisée en ce que la bague (2) en plastique
est noyée sur au moins un côté du corps (1) par
rapport à la surface de la bague métallique (3).

5. Pièce d’usure pour charnière selon l’une des reven-
dications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que la
bague intérieure et la bague extérieure sont reliées
l’une à l’autre de manière juxtaposée de façon à for-
mer une unité unique.
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6. Pièce d’usure pour charnière selon l’une des reven-
dications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que la
bague métallique (3) est constituée d’acier inoxyda-
ble.

7. Pièce d’usure pour charnière selon l’une des reven-
dications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que la
bague (2) en plastique comporte ou est constituée
d’un plastique élastiquement déformable.

8. Pièce d’usure pour charnière selon l’une des reven-
dications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que la
bague (2) en plastique est constituée de, polyoxy-
méthylène.

9. Charnière comportant deux parties de charnière et
un axe de charnière servant à maintenir ensemble
les deux parties de charnière de telle façon qu’elles
puissent tourner l’une par rapport à l’autre, caracté-
risée en ce que la charnière comporte une ou plu-
sieurs pièces d’usure présentant les traits distinctifs
de l’une des revendications précédentes.

10. Charnière selon la revendication 9, caractérisée en
ce que le passage (4) de chaque pièce d’usure pré-
sente un plus petit diamètre intérieur qui est inférieur
ou égal au plus grand diamètre extérieur de l’axe de
charnière.
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